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Two adventurers count a myriad of colorful friends at the zooâ€”now in a bilingual board book

edition.A raring-to-go boy and his grandfather put on their new hats and set off on a counting

adventure at the zoo, where they see eagles, lizards, wart hogs, and other colorful zoo friends. The

English and Spanish bilingual textÂ is set in two colors for easy reading.Â 

Board book: 30 pages
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"The characters have big, wide eyes that convey wonder, surprise, and joy, and many of the

animals have playful expressions that welcome the humans. An engaging read-aloud for storytime

and one-on-one sharing."--School Library Journal Â "Smith's picture book debut is a whirlwind trip to

the zoo. . . . A great read-aloud."--Kirkus Reviews "A wild way to help younger kids learn their

numbers."--Parenting: Early Years

Danna Smith is the author of A Wild Cowboy and A Brave Spaceboy, which were published under

the name Dana Kessimakis Smith. She lives in Northern Californina with her husband and two

children. Valeria Petrone's illustrations have been published in books and periodicals in the United

States, Japan, France, and her native Italy. Her work has been exhibited around the world and has

been selected for the annual American Society of Illustrators Original Art Show. She was vice

president of the Italian Association of Illustrators for several years, and is also a member of the

Society of Illustrators of NY.



A wonderful bilingual children's book. I love this book about a young boy who is taking his grandpa

to the zoo. It is a counting book as the count the number of each kind of animal they see. What I

really like is that it is also written in rhyme so the translation is more than just translating words but

making it say the same thing in Spanish but also making it rhyme. It is very cleverly done and a joy

to read in either language.

Super cute book! It rhymes in English and Spanish. We have so much fun reading it to our toddler.

The translation is very different from the English to Spanish version, such that actually teaching both

versions is very confusing to the child.The male figure in the book is a grandfather not a father as an

aside, just in case your child recently lost their grandfather or something where it'd be better if it was

a father instead, always good to know before you receive the book.

Perfecto

Great book. Awesome author!

I don't like that the translation doesn't match the English. Also, the Spanish translation also not as

clever and diversified as the English. Again however my daughter does like the book.

I bought this for my one year old grandson and he is trying to count the animals all ready. My

daughter reads it to him in both Spanish & English. He try's to say what she is saying.

This was a present for a friend's son who loves spending time with his Abuelo (grandpa). Grandpa

loves reading to the little guy and wants to make sure he learns Spanish at an early age.
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